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Last year was a very good year for global equity  
markets. Share prices climbed significantly around the 
world, boosted by a strong economic environment. 
Equity investors had much to cheer about – but for 
sustainability-oriented investors, not all news was 
good news. The announcement by US President Donald 
Trump – only weeks after assuming office – that he 
intended to withdraw the United States from the Paris 
Climate Accord was certainly a pivotal moment. It 
remains to be seen what impact this step will turn out 
to have, but the political signal it sends is disastrous. 
On the other side of the Atlantic, Europe is also 
struggling with some ambitious measures. Germany, 
for example, is currently revising not only its CO2 
reduction target, but also its commitment to get one 
million electric-powered vehicles on the roads by 2020. 

However, none of this weakens our conviction that cli-
mate change will play a crucial role in shaping politics, 
society and the capital markets in the medium to long 
term. On the one hand, negative effects of people‘s 
behaviour on our climate force us to take action. On 
the other hand, climate-friendly technologies will reach 
a tipping point and become a mainstream option that 
will dominate entire sectors of the economy. What we 
need are new ways of thinking and new approaches. 

Editor ial Contents

The onus is now on investors to take a stand, both for 
the good of society and in their own interests, as part 
of a proactive risk management strategy. Companies 
that are unwilling or unable to move with the times are 
already facing significant litigation and reputational 
risks. Scenarios such as a ban on diesel vehicles on the 
streets of German cities should be given serious con-
sideration. And with the entry into force of the corpor-
ate social responsibility directive, supervisory boards 
across the EU are now having to account for their com-
panies‘ stance on sustainability for the very first time, 
starting with the 2017 financial year. In the interest of 
our investors, we will be reviewing these reports very 
carefully. That forms a key part of our engagement 
activities, which we would like to tell you all about in 
this latest edition of engage! 

Yours sincerely, 

Alexander Schindler
Member of the Board of Managing Directors
Union Investment
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Companies under  
the microscope

DAX companies ranked by their corporate governance score for the first time

a grade of 2+. Volkswagen was given a mark of 
4 –, the weakest result of all index constituents.  
All 30 companies achieved a passing score and 
are therefore eligible for investment based on  
the ranking. However, there is still room for 
improvement. Even though the requirements are 
relatively simple, some companies have clearly 
not yet done their homework.

Criticism and incentive

The ranking forms an ideal basis for a dialogue 
with these companies and also raises awareness 
of the issue of corporate governance across  
the various stakeholder groups. Our demands  
in relation to the management of DAX-listed 
companies are multilayered. Many focus on the 
supervisory board. At present, only very few 
companies publish a profile of the skills and 
expertise of their supervisory board members. 
What we are looking for in this respect are not  
a few generic sentences but detailed information. 
Especially for companies undergoing a transfor -
mation process, it is crucial to have supervisory 
board members with the right expertise and 
experience in matters such as digitalisation and 
cybercrime. In addition to our activities at AGMs, 
our portfolio managers maintain close contact 
with companies and foster an ongoing dialogue. 

Companies concerned should understand this 
ranking not just as criticism, but also as an in -
centive. At the end of the day, well-managed 
companies are more robust and will be more 
successful in the long run. Improving corporate 
governance also offers companies an oppor-
tunity to boost their public image and thereby 
strengthen investors‘ confidence in their shares. 
Good governance therefore benefits both busi-
nesses and investors. 

Manipulation of emissions data at Volkswagen,  
a corruption scandal at Odebrecht, management 
failings at Equifax – poor corporate governance 
(CG) poses a risk. Good corporate governance, 
in contrast, is one of the three ESG dimensions, 
alongside environmental and social aspects. 
Reviewing companies‘ performance in these 
areas is a fundamental element of a meaningful 
sustainability assessment for asset management 
purposes. 

Union Investment has developed tried and tes -
ted standards for assessing corporate govern-
ance and has incorporated corresponding criteria 
into its investment process. In 2017, a further 
innovation was added to this system – a corpor-
ate governance ranking for the companies listed 
in the DAX index. 

Shareholder perspective: 
Supervisory boards in the 
spotlight

The study uses a quantitative ranking method 
and was conducted in cooperation with the proxy 
advisory service Ivox Glass Lewis. It in cludes a 
total of 91 criteria that Union Investment deems 
relevant for the purposes of assessing a com-
pany‘s corporate governance. The strongest 
focus is on the supervisory board as this is the 
body that is responsible for representing share-
holder interests within a company, via its inves-
tor representatives. Other criteria relate to the 
management board, remuneration, transparency, 
shareholders‘ rights and capital-related resol-
utions at annual general meetings. 

The fulfilment of these criteria is rated on a scale 
from –1 (negative) to +1 (positive), with 0 as  
a neutral value. Requests for a special audit of 
actions of the management board or the super-

#Four key short comings 
in corporate governance

These are the areas in which Union Investment 
identified the greatest need for improvement 
among the DAX companies:

Diversity 
The statutory quota for women in leadership 
positions is largely adhered to, but many man-
agement committees and controlling bodies 
need to be more ethnically diverse.

Remuneration of senior management 
Improvements are needed in relation to per-
formance-based remuneration components.

Composition of supervisory boards
More independent members should be ap -
pointed. In addition, appointments should  
be based on clearly defined profiles of skills  
and expertise, and companies should avoid 
appointing individuals who already hold a 
large number of board memberships. 

Transparency 
Supervisory board members‘ attendance of 
meetings and their profiles of skills and 
expertise should be made more transparent.

Ingo Speich
Head of Sustainability and Engagement at 

Union Investment

“Even though the require-
ments are relatively  

simple, some companies 
have clearly not yet done 

their homework.”
 Company

Allianz

Deutsche Börse

Commerzbank

E.ON

Daimler

Siemens

ThyssenKrupp

BASF

Münchener Rück

Bayer

Deutsche Post

Infineon

ProSieben, Sat.1

RWE

HeidelbergCement

Grade

2 +

2 +

2

2

2

2

2

2  –

2  –

2  –

2  –

2  –

2  –

2  –

3 +

Company

Merck

Beiersdorf

Continental

Deutsche Telekom

Vonovia

BMW

Deutsche Lufthansa

Linde

Adidas

Deutsche Bank

Henkel

Fresenius Medical Care

Fresenius

SAP

Volkswagen

Grade

3 +

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3  –

4 +

4 +

4  –

Grade 1: 12 points or higher  Grade 2: 3 to 11 points  Grade 3: –  6 to 2 points  Grade 4: –15 to –7 points  Grade 5: –24 to –16 points  
Grade 6: –25 points or lower

Corporate governance ranking for DAX companies
Most companies achieved scores around the middle of the scale

visory board at an annual general meeting are 
weighted more heavily than other deficits. They 
are the only criterion that attracts a score of  
– 3 in the assessment. Possible scores range 
from + 20 (best case) to – 50 (worst case) and 
are translated into grades from 1 to 6, with 1 
being the highest grade and 6 being the lowest. 
The baseline assumption is that the minimum 
pass mark of 4 – will be given to a company 
that achieves half of the points available (i.e. a 
score of –15). 

Volkswagen comes last

Most DAX companies achieved scores around 
the mid-range of the scale in this first corporate 
governance ranking. HeidelbergCement and 
Merck scored the average grade of 3 +, while 
Allianz and Deutsche Börse came joint first with 

Matthias Müller, who was recently replaced as CEO of Volkswagen AG, had to face intense criticism and pressing questions from investors at the company‘s annual general
 meeting. The corporate governance ranking also identified significant need for improvement at the Volkswagen group.
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The ‘blue gold’ 
of the future

Collaborative engagement on water management 
with the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP)

Fresh water accounts for only around 3 per cent of the 
estimated 1,386 billion cubic kilometres of water on 
our planet. On a smaller scale, this means that there  
is roughly one tablespoon of fresh water for every pint  
of sea water. On the back of rapid global population 
growth and rising consumption, water has become a 
valuable commodity and the effects of climate change 
are making it increasingly scarce in many regions 
around the world. According to United Nations esti-
mates, global demand is likely to exceed the amount 
of fresh water available by 40 per cent by 2030. 

Water management as a risk factor 

Companies with a business model aimed at providing  
a reliable water supply, or technologies that enhance 
water efficiency, are becoming an increasingly attract-
ive option for investors who are mindful of the grow-
ing importance of the ‘blue gold’. Based on its global 
structural significance, water remains a topic that is 
better suited to the requirements of long-term invest-
ments. But water is also a resource that entails quite  
a large number of risks: “Water scarcity and the chal-
lenges it poses for production processes are particu-
larly relevant and often underestimated by the public,” 
says Jennifer Paffen, a sustainability analyst at Union 
Investment. The effects of climate change, however,  
are increasing the need for action. “Water is among 
the first resources to reflect changes in climatic con -
ditions,” explains Paffen. While some parts of the world 
are experiencing floods and heavy rainfall, other parts 
are stricken by drought and struggling with supply 
shortfalls, as recently seen in Cape Town, South Africa. 
“Such conditions drive up the price risk for products 
that require a certain quality or quantity of water in 

their production process,” Paffen continues. “The value 
of the water used for production is often not fully priced 
in, especially by companies whose business model and 
production methods rely on the use of large quantities 
of water.”

Prices do not reflect the actual 
value

The use and consumption of water is currently effec-
tively subsidised across nearly all countries and indus-
tries, because the majority of prices currently do not 
reflect the degree of long-term availability. The main 
beneficiaries of this are companies with high water 
consumption. “That is the case at the moment. But 
based on further steady growth in demand and a  
simultaneous increase in supply shortages, it seems 
unlikely that this situation will persist in the long 
run,” Paffen concludes. A rise in the price of water 
towards its real value would pose a potential risk. 
Companies could become unprofitable, because their 
production costs – formerly based on a low water 
price – would suddenly shoot up. Supply chains and 
operating licences will also be subject to increasing 
risk as water becomes increasingly scarce, especially  
in regions where water is already in short supply.  
This context is of particular importance for long-term 
investments.

Union Investment has been focusing on the issue of 
water management for some time as part of its engage-
ment activities. “From our point of view, it is important 
that companies analyse their actual water needs and 
make them transparent,” says Florian Sommer, Head of 
Sustainability Research at Union Investment. It is ▶ 

The Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDG) adopted by the UN member 
states in 2015 also call for a safe and 
sustainable supply of clean drinking 
water.

#Water in the spot-
light at the UN

Water is the elixir of life. Finding ways to 
ensure that enough drinking water is avail-

able to sustain the growing global population 
requires a change in thinking – including 

among investors. 
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the only way for portfolio managers to arrive at a 
reliable assessment of risks in relation to this resource. 
“In addition to establishing the status quo, we are 
also very interested in plans that companies might 
have for future improvements of their water manage-
ment,” explains Sommer. In a constructive dialogue, 
Union Investment urges companies with water-inten-
sive business models to put a stronger strategic focus 
on resource-related risks and the possibilities of in -
creasing efficiency through the use of new technol-
ogies. Its aim is to make this topic a boardroom issue.

Current negative examples 

Some recent real-life examples show that there is still  
a long way to go towards sustainable water manage-
ment. Germany and France had to switch off power 
stations on several occasions because nearby rivers had 
heated up too much during the hot summer months. 
This limited the functionality of the plants’ cooling sys-
tems and also meant that the water used by the plants 
for cooling could not subsequently be fed back into  
the rivers, because it had been heated up to levels that 
would have put fish populations in the affected rivers 
at risk of dying from oxygen depletion. Incidents like 
these clearly show that a lack of proper water manage-
ment can create a fundamental business risk for com-
panies. “Mining is another area where reputational risks 
linked to water are a frequent issue,” Paffen points out. 
Gold mining, for example, involves the use of cyanide. 
Just a few millilitres of this substance can be fatal for 
humans, but some players in the mining industry never-
theless use millions of litres of cyanide. When this poi-
sonous liquid leaks into the groundwater from its pro-
tected underground storage facilities, it is extremely 
difficult to contain the harmful effects in the long run. 

Those most affected by such incidents are predomi-
nantly indigenous communities in many African and 
Latin American countries whose people live near and 
work in the mines. Last year, El Salvador imposed a 
blanket ban on mining gold and certain other metals 
amid concerns about environmental protection, but 
also because protests among the population had 
repeatedly led to social and political unrest.

CDP study examines ‘the next CO2’

Experts have been predicting for a while that water 
could become the next global issue on a scale akin to 
CO2. A reliable supply of water is becoming increas-
ingly expensive, pricing is complex, and fierce compe -
tition is springing up between a wide range of stake-
holders. The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) is also 
taking a close look at water as a resource of relevance 
to climate change. Supported by a network of more 
than 800 investors, the CDP calls on companies and 
countries to publish more detailed information on their 
use and consumption of resources closely linked to cli-
mate change, such as water and timber, alongside data 
on their greenhouse gas emissions. 

In 2017, the CDP surveyed nearly 5,000 of the largest 
companies with global operations on the topic of 
water. The study focused on identifying how companies 
manage their water resources and what management 
approaches they had already developed in relation to 
future water-related risks. With feedback from more 
than 2,000 companies, the participant response rate 
was nearly double that of the previous year, which can 
be seen as indicative of the increasing strategic import-
ance of the topic. ▶

#Water management 
key figures

“A lack of proper water management can create a 
fundamental business risk for companies.”

Jennifer Paffen, sustainability analyst at Union Investment

120
litres for one
glass of wine

Virtuelles Wasser

Für die Produktion von nahezu allen 
Nahrungsmitteln und Konsumgütern 
ist Süßwasser notwendig. Experten 
berechnen den Wasserbedarf im 
Lebenszyklus eines Produkts und 
sprechen in diesem Zusammenhang 
auch von „virtuellem“ Wasser: 70

litres for one 
apple

140
litres for one 
cup of coffee

2,400
litres for one 
hamburger

2,700
litres for one
T-shirt

5,000
litres for one 
kilogram of 
cheese

20,000
litres for one 
computer

400,000
litres for one 
car

x19

entspricht 140 Liter

Virtual water
Fresh water is needed for the production of nearly al l  foodstuffs and consumer goods.  

The i l lustrat ion below shows the H2O footprint of a few popular products.

Experts calculate the amount 
of water required over the 
 life cycle of a product. This is 
referred to as ‘virtual‘ water:

equals 140 litres

Sources: University of California and own 
research.

The method used by Union Investment 
to analyse the water management of 
individual issuers is based on a combi-
nation of quantitative and qualitative 
indicators. Examples include: 

Total volume of water used, prov-
enance, purpose of use, method of  
disposal

Water intensity of the company‘s 
operations relative to its revenue

Reduction targets and implemen-
tation plans

Strategy for long-term approach to 
water management

Technology: use of new technologies 
to increase efficiency in water con-
sumption and in the recycling of waste 
water

Corporate citizenship: management 
of relationships with local stakeholders 
such as indigenous communities 

Based on these indicators, our ana-
lysts conduct a risk assessment of the 
company in question. As part of this 
assessment, they also take account  
of future opportunities in relation to 
water management that may arise  
for the business.
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In conversation with Philipp Wagnitz,  
expert for global fresh water resources at the  
World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) Germany

Mr Wagnitz, in a WWF study you refer to water as an ‘imported risk‘. 
What does that mean?
People in Germany use around 120 litres of water per day. But our indirect 
water footprint comes to more than 5,000 litres, because water is used to  
produce nearly all the things we use in everyday life. The bulk of the water con-
sumed in this indirect way is not sourced in Germany. If water scarcity and pollu-
tion cause disruption in the value chain in the affected regions, consumers as 
well as companies and investors are faced with serious issues. Risks of this kind 
are likely to increase in future. Situations like the one in Cape Town at the 
moment or in São Paulo and California in 2016 speak for themselves. 

But how can investors protect themselves against these risks?
The key is to understand how necessary and irreplaceable a resource water is in 
terms of a company‘s ability to operate profitably. The first step in this context 
is to analyse water-related risks in the portfolio. The WWF‘s water risk filter is a 
tool that allows you to carry out a portfolio scan without a great amount of 
input. Ultimately, investors have to decide for themselves how they want to 
handle water risks in their portfolio. Some may want to find sustainable sol-
utions, others may prefer to avoid such risks altogether. There is a wide range of 
possible approaches. 

The WWF has developed a water stewardship concept as a means of 
reducing water risks. Can you describe this concept?
Our water stewardship concept aims to support companies in their handling of 
water risks by focusing on key questions. What risks is a company exposed to? 
How can these risks be reduced directly? Are there opportunities for cooperation 
with the financial sector? There are already more than 100 major companies 
around the world that make strategic use of our water stewardship concept.

#WWF Germany
The German branch of the WWF is a charitable foundation that has been supporting the global 
efforts of the World Wide Fund for Nature to preserve our planet‘s wildlife since 1963.

A critical examination of companies’ approaches to 
water management forms part of the engagement 
activities of Union Investment. We focus primarily 
on sectors where water is an indispensable resource 
in the production process with a decisive role in the 
business model. This includes – amongst others – 
companies from the energy sector, where water is 
required to cool power plants, and mining businesses, 
where water mixed with specific chemicals is a key 
tool for extracting ores and metals from the exca-
vated rock. 

The overriding objective is to hedge against two  
categories of risk. Firstly, careless and unsafe ways 
of handling waste water can lead to pollution of  
the soil and groundwater, which in turn poses a 
threat to the supply of food and drinkable water in 
local communities. In addition to the environmental 
damage caused, such practices also entail litigation 
and reputational risks for companies. And secondly, 
some companies operate based on business models 
that would be no longer viable if their water sources 
ran dry. 

Unfortunately, it often turns out that companies 
are not very well informed. When we raise the sub-
ject of water risks, many managers do not know 
what to say. It seems that the importance of pru-
dent water management has not yet become a 
boardroom topic at these firms. As a result, many 
companies only react to emerging issues in this 
area rather than adopting a proactive and forward-
looking approach to water management. We 
therefore expect water to remain a hot topic in 
the coming years. 

Many companies are not 
yet fully informed

?

Based on the data collected by the CDP, companies 
invested more than US$ 23 billion in more than 1,000 
water-related projects in 91 countries in the past year. 
Of the companies participating in the CPD survey, 
70 per cent addressed water management at board 
level in 2017. 63 per cent reported that they were 
measuring key figures such as water consumption and 
the quality of their waste water on a regular basis, 

Jennifer Paffen
Sustainability Analyst in  
Portfolio Management at 
Union Investment

while 41 per cent confirmed that they were also scruti-
nising their suppliers more closely over this issue. More 
than half of all participants set themselves targets in 
relation to relevant ecosystems, as well as for levels of 
pollution in the water they use and efficiency improve-
ments in their use of water. However, only one in five 
companies conducts a comprehensive risk assessment 
on this issue. 

Water is indispensable in many areas of the industrial sector, for example at this rolling mill of a steel manufacturer.

Union Investment wants to know more
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Aquacultures – 
What’s the catch?

A closer look at the sustainability of fish farming

The world’s population is growing. At present, our pla -
net is home to around 7.5 billion people but by 2025, 
this figure could climb as high as nine billion. All of 
these people will need to be fed, and fish is an import-
ant food resource. But population growth is not the 
only factor in this equation. Rising prosperity has also 
led to an increase in consumption. Annual fish con-
sumption per capita has gone up from 15 kilograms in 
1980 to 23 kilograms in 2016. The deep-sea and river 
fishing industries are already exploiting wild stocks to 
the maximum and many species are overfished. Far-
ming fish in aquacultures could alleviate this problem 
and fill the existing demand gap. Fish farms could help 

feed the global population whilst also protecting the 
rich biodiversity of our oceans. 

Around 3,000 years ago, farmers in ancient China 
developed methods of growing fish in artificial ponds. 
Much has changed since then. The aquacultures in -
dustry is one of the fastest-growing areas of food pro-
duction. Almost half of the global food fish supply orig-
inates from aquacultures. In concrete terms this means 
that nearly 50 million tonnes of farmed fish and sea-
food per year is produced in controlled environ ments. 
But aquacultures also entail risks for the environment, 
animals, people and ecosystems. ▶

13

For generations, the fish stocks of our oceans 
were seen as an inexhaustible resource. But 

state-of-the-art fishing fleets are now overfish-
ing our waters and fish populations are dwind-

ling rapidly. Fish farms can offer an alternative, 
but also bring problems of their own. 

An increasing proportion of the fish we eat is reared in fish farms
China is one of the main users of aquacultures

engage! 2018
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Source: Deutsche Welthungerhilfe.

 Open water fishing

 Aquacultures (world excl. China)

 Aquacultures (China)



Salmon production in tonnes

2014

897,676

1,340,000

2013

786,000

1,200,000
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Intensive farming under water

The majority of fish reared in aquacultures are kept  
in open systems, i.e. the farm enclosure is directly con-
nected with its natural environment. In most cases, 
these systems are floating open-net pens set up in 
coastal waters. This farming style allows antibiotics, 
chemicals, feed residues and fish excrement to spread 
to the surrounding sea and contaminate the eco-
system. Fish feed and faeces also sink down and con-

taminate the seabed below the enclosure. Paradoxi-
cally, fish farmers still need to go out and catch smaller 
types of wild fish in order to feed it to their farmed fish.

The intensive farming conditions in small enclosures 
are not appropriate for the species of fish reared in 
aquacultures and are detrimental to animal welfare. 
And there is more: Keeping large numbers of animals 
in a confined space allows diseases to spread more 
quickly. For consumers, this means that the antibiotics 

given to fish stocks to ward off diseases end up on 
their plates, which, in turn, exacerbates the problem of 
antibiotic-resistant strains of human diseases.

Moreover, aquacultures also pose a risk to biodiversity. 
Fish grown in these systems are highly robust and can 
withstand most environmental influences. If farmed 
animals escape into the natural environment, they can 
disturb the balance of the local ecosystem and pose a 
threat to other types of wild fish.

Shrimp farms often cause issues 
from the onset

Shrimp farms are an extreme example of unsustainable 
practices in marine farming. They are typically located 
in tropical regions of Africa, South America and Asia. 
Shrimps are best grown in shallow water, so these 
farms are often set up in areas occupied by mangrove 
forests, which are of great ecological importance as 
well as being endangered. According to reports by the 
World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), two thirds of all 
mangrove forests in the Philippines alone have been 
cut down to make way for shrimp farms. Estimates of 

the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United 
Nations (FAO) suggest that around 3.6 million hectares 
of mangrove forest have been destroyed since 1980 – 
in many cases to make way for shrimp farms.

Visiting a fish farm in Norway

In June 2017, Duy Ton, a portfolio manager in the Sus-
tainability and Engagement team at Union Investment, 
travelled to Kjeahola near Stavanger in Norway to visit 
a fish farm operated by Marine Harvest (MHG). His 
assessment after the visit was that “Marine Harvest is 
a food company that is moving in the right direction in 
terms of sustainability”. The Norwegian company is the 
biggest salmon farming enterprise in the world, with 
operations in Norway, Scotland, Chile, Canada, Japan 
and many other countries. 

“We have been working with this company for almost 
ten years,” says Duy Ton. He confirms that significant 
improvements have taken place over the course of this 
period. For instance, the company has largely stopped 
using antibiotics and has phased out their use alto-
gether at its farms in Norway. It has also enhanced ▶ 

Use of antibiotics in salmon farming 
Comparison between Chile and Norway

#Salmon farming  
in Norway

Sources: IntraFish 
and Undercurrent 
News, as at 1 July 
2015.

A salmon farm in the waters of the Norwegian Lofoten archipelago.

 Chile

 Norway

Total antibiotics in kg 

563,200

511

451,000

972

20142013

Antibiotics in grams 
per kilogram of salmon

0.00038

0.62739

0.00081

0.57400

20142013

With a market share of around 20 per  
cent, salmon is the most popular fish 
eaten in Germany and 90 per cent of 
the supply originates from large aqua-
cultures in Norway. 

The country‘s waters are home to more 
than 2,000 salmon farms that grow 
around 400 million fish in net pens.
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its efficiency in the use of fish feed. To produce one 
kilogram of fish meat, the company needs 1.13 kilo-
grams of feed and it is steadily increasing its use  
of alternative types of fish feed. Wild fish is supple-
mented with algae and other proteins, which has 
brought the amount of wild fish required to produce 
one kilogram of salmon down to 0.77 kilograms.  
“A few years ago this proportion was still significantly 
higher,” Duy Ton recalls. MHG produces around 75 per  
cent of its feed in-house. It also uses fresh water from 
the mountains, which is recycled after use and fed 
back into the ocean. 

“We definitely welcome the progress that has been 
made in all of these areas. But there are still a few chal-
lenges remaining that we will continue to address,” 
Duy Ton concludes. These include, for example, the use 
of chemicals in the production of fish feed to extend its 

shelf-life. It is a handy thing to do from a production 
point of view, but there are significant downsides for 
the environment and personal health. “MHG should 
increase the proportion of organically reared fish re -
lative to its total production volume significantly, not 
least because there is corresponding demand on the 
buyer side,” suggests Duy Ton. The company’s fish 
farms in Norway largely follow sustainable practices, 
but in Chile there are MHG aquacultures that still 
require significant improvement. These farms continue 
to use antibiotics, for example. Part of the issue here 
is, of course, that Chile’s coastal waters are densely 
packed with fish farms. “If neighbouring farmers use 
antibiotics, there is little that MHG can do,” Duy Ton 
admits. “Nevertheless, we are urging them to stop. In 
addition, MHG should work towards making its fish 
feed even more sustainable and intensify its efforts to 
find viable alternatives.” 

A fish farm in the Mediterranean Sea off the coast of Italy.

In conversation with Dr Philipp Kanstinger,  
expert for seafood certification at WWF Germany

Dr Kanstinger, why should investors pay attention to sustainability 
aspects in relation to fish farms?
If fish farms take sustainability concerns into account and develop their busi-
ness accordingly, they gain three major competitive advantages. First of all, 
they will see a fall in their resource consumption and costs, because they will 
use less fish meal and new automated feeding systems are more fuel-efficient. 
Secondly, all fish farms – with the exception of recirculation systems, which 
make up less than 3 per cent of global production – depend on ecosystem ser-
vices of the local environment (e.g. clean water, buffer capacity of the relevant 
body of water, etc.). The only way for companies to remain viable and success-
ful in the long run therefore lies in the preservation of the ecosystem in which 
they operate, i.e. avoiding damage to their local environment through the dis-
charge of waste water, excessive use of fertilisers or deforestation. And finally, 
environmental requirements in relation to fish farming have been tightened in 
nearly all fish-producing countries. Only companies that are already addressing 
this issue and gaining experience with sustainable practices can be sure that 
they will be able to retain their licence in future.

The WWF has played a key role in the foundation of the Aquaculture 
Stewardship Council (ASC), which has been a recognised eco-label 
for conventional fish farming since 2010. How many companies in 
the industry have been certified as compliant with this standard?
The WWF is one of many ASC stakeholders. 577 fish farms around the world 
have now been ASC-certified. That is equivalent to approximately 6 per cent of 
the total aquaculture production.

What measures is the WWF planning to take in order to encourage 
even more companies to get certified?
The WWF promotes ASC certification in three ways. We are supporting several 
pilot projects with small farmers in emerging markets. We have also developed 
quality control standards as part of our cyclical reviews of standards. And last 
but not least, we actively engage in informing and advising consumers and 
merchants. These three areas of activity all help generate momentum for ASC 
certification.

#International WWF Centre for Marine Protection

Through its International WWF Centre for Marine Protection in Hamburg, WWF Germany strives 
to support efforts to put at least 10 per cent of our oceans under permanent protection as con-
servation areas and to put an end to the industrial overfishing of the sea.

In the face of the challenge of having to supply fish 
to a growing global population whilst also reducing 
the level of overfishing in the oceans, the import-
ance of fish farms cannot be overstated. We have 
reached a stage where the market can no longer 
cope without this additional source. But companies 
need to do it right. There are many little adjustments 
that companies can make to improve the sustain-
ability of their business models and to do their bit 
for society and the environment in the process.

A look at many of the aquacultures in Norway 
shows that it is perfectly possible to operate a com-
petitive fish or seafood farming business based on 
sustainable practices. Environmental requirements  
in the country are very strict. The Norwegian author-
ities have introduced a traffic light system that flags 
up negative impacts on the environment and helps 
to manage approved capacities. Red means that 
there is a threat to the environment and that capac-
ities need to be reduced. Amber is a neutral marker 
and a green light means everything is in order and 
production capacities can be increased. Companies 
with global operations such as MHG should use the 
insights gained in Norway and push for fish farming 
to be made more sustainable in other countries  
as well.

“Companies need to do
 it right”

?

Duy Ton
Portfolio Manager in the Sus-
tainability and Engagement 
Team at Union Investment

Union Investment wants to know more
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Hopes of a 
greener future 

How is the Indian subcontinent  
tackling sustainability?

India suffers from staggering levels of air and water 
pollution. A series of reforms has been introduced 
since Narendra Modi became Prime Minister in May 
2014, but in many areas the country is simply not suf-
ficiently equipped to overcome its challenges. “India 
has a lot of catching up to do in terms of environ-
mental protection. Especially compared with China, 
India is currently lagging behind by about ten to 15 
years,” says Florian Sommer, Head of Sustainability 
Research at Union Investment. In November 2017,  
he travelled to India to gain a first-hand impression. 

The country’s shortcomings in environmental protec-
tion are at least partially due to its low overall state 
of development. Prime Minister Modi’s target of mak-

ing all new vehicles in India electric by 2030 is widely 
regarded as unrealistic. At best, it is a very ambitious 
plan – especially in view of the fact that the necess-
ary infrastructure is not in place. Political issues, ram-
pant corruption and a maze of bureaucracy are addi-
tional obstacles that frequently slow down reform 
plans.

Millions die from the consequences 
of pollution

India has the highest pollution-related death toll in  
the world. This is primarily attributable to exhaust 
emissions from vehicles, a strong focus on coal for ▶ 
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Number of deaths caused by consequences of pollution 
Mortal i ty rates in India and China are part icular ly high (stated in mil l ions)

The world’s most populous democracy has 
been pursuing an ambitious agenda of mod-

ernisation in recent years. But the desired 
rise in prosperity has come at a price for the 

environment.

Source: Lancet Medical Study 2017.
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power generation and the widespread and largely un -
regulated disposal of waste in the country’s rivers. This 
winter, particle pollution in many of India’s largest cities 
reached alarming levels. Some airlines were even pro-
hibited from flying to the capital Delhi for several days 
because the situation was so severe. According to 
studies, approximately 2.5 million people died from  
pollution-related causes in India last year – nearly 
30 per cent more than in China.

Solar power on the rise

Amid all these overwhelming problems, Florian Sommer 
spotted some positive signals: “Solar power is gaining 
momentum in India and electricity generation through 
solar technology is now cheaper than using coal.” He 
says that India is currently the world’s fastest-growing 
market for solar power, but the sector still holds some 
challenges. “The question of how to store power effi-
ciently remains unresolved here, too.” 

Solar power is proving particularly effective as a way 
of bringing electricity to rural communities. “Many 
people in India live in areas that are not connected to 
the national grid. Solar power systems offer an ideal 
solution because they enable people to generate 
power in their own village,” says Sommer. At present, 
solar power and the installation of solar panels are 
still unaffordable for large parts of the population, but 
the costs are steadily falling compared with power 
generated from coal. “This is a welcome trend both  
in terms of living standards and for the environment, 
because people stop being dependent on power net-
works that are mainly supplied by coal-fired plants,” 
Sommer emphasises. 

More transparency than in China

Issues of sustainability are also being addressed on the 
subcontinent in areas other than environmental pro-
tection. Corporate governance in Indian companies is 

still a far cry from US or European standards, but when 
it comes to transparency regarding sustainability 
issues, Indian companies are well ahead of their peers 
from China. “You can see clearly that India’s market 
has been open to global investors for a long time and 
that its companies are much more sensitive to press-
ures from investors,” Sommer explains. Most major 
companies publish a sustainability report and are will-
ing and able to engage in a conversation about ESG 
topics. China, by contrast, is much more strongly driven 
by a culture of compliance. Sustainability-related as -
pects that have not been regulated by Chinese law-
makers are generally not disclosed or discussed by  
Chinese companies. 

Indian companies are also taking the transition to re -
newable energies very seriously. “One in three com-
panies has set itself specific goals in this respect,” says 
Sommer. “That is a good start.”

#India‘s goals under 
the Paris Climate 
Accord 
Reducing energy intensity by 
30  – 35 per cent by 2030 (based on 
levels recorded in 2005)

Generating 175 gigawatts of energy 
from renewable sources by 2022 

Generating 40 per cent of the 
country‘s energy from non-fossil 
sources by 2030

Companies demand higher  
working standards

Working standards in India are also improving, as  
Florian Sommer learned in discussions on his trip. The 
focus remains on the textile industry. Many global 
players such as Primark, Ikea, GAP and H&M manu -
facture in India and the pressure that sustainability-
oriented investors have been putting on these com-
panies seems to be having an effect. According to the 
International Labour Organization (ILO) of the United 
Nations, the most significant improvements in working 
conditions are not being initiated by the government 
or regulators, but rather through requirements that 
international corporations impose on companies in 
their supply chains. “This is strong confirmation of  
the effectiveness of our engagement activities that are 
aimed at transparency and careful scrutiny of the 
supply chain,” Sommer concludes. 

In the Indian village of Sullya Taluk, locals watch as solar panels are installed on the roof of a small grocery shop. The owner has taken out a loan of 21,700 rupees (approx. 482 US dollars) 
to pay for the technology and expects that the investment will start to pay off as fuel prices increase.

 Other

 Europe

 India

 Japan

 US

 China

Solar power market volume by region 
India is the world‘s fastest-growing market  
for solar power

* Estimate | Source: CreditSuisse Research.
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#Transparency International

Transparency International (TI) is an international non-governmental organisation. Its main goal  
is to fight and prevent corruption-related crime. Since 1995, TI has been publishing an annual 
Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI).

About one and a half years ago I went on a similar 
trip to China and encountered a plethora of local 
investment ideas. My trip to India was less fruitful 
in that respect. There is as yet no booming domestic 
green tech sector springing up in India similar to 
the one we have been observing in China. But there  
is no doubt that demand for green technologies  
in India is substantial and growing rapidly. At the 
moment, this demand is mostly served by foreign 
companies. Most of the solar panels are produced 
in China and German companies are also doing 
their fair share of business with green technologies 
on the subcontinent. Green tech ‘made in India’ is 
harder to find, but there are some companies in the 
market. The wind turbine supplier Suzlon from Pune 
in the Indian state of Maharashtra is one example, 
and there are several Indian car manufacturers that 
focus on electric-powered vehicles. The existence of 
these companies is a positive sign, but it remains  
to be seen whether they will be able to compete on 
the global stage.

Strong demand for 
green technologies

?

Florian Sommer
Head of Sustainability  
Research at Union Investment

#Large market for 
wind power

India is also the world’s fourth-largest 
market for wind energy. By 2022, the 
country wants to install further wind 
farms with a total capacity of 27 giga-
watts. India’s wind power sector gener-
ates sufficient energy to cover demand 
and has even started to build up over-
capacities. Manufacturers and suppliers 
are investing in new plants and wind 
power technology across the country. 

Source: Germany Trade & Invest.

In conversation with Ilham Mohamed, regional coordinator  
for Southern Asia at Transparency International, London

Why is corruption such a widespread problem in India?
There are many factors that make India fertile ground for corruption. To obtain 
a permission or licence, applicants have to navigate a jungle of red tape and 
the anti-corruption mechanisms implemented by the state are very poorly coor-
dinated at all levels. That makes any efforts to expose and prosecute corruption 
very ineffective. Parts of the population also have a low level of education and 
there is insufficient access to information and complaints bodies. That makes it 
difficult to fight corruption. 

Has the situation improved since Prime Minister Modi took office?
India’s results in the Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) have not improved in 
any statistically relevant way over the last three years. In 2017, India scored 40 
out of 100 possible CPI points and was ranked in position 80 of 180 countries. 
This means it performed worse than countries such as South Africa or China. 
With the exception of a few high-profile cases that were covered by the media 
in the last decade, there have been very few reports of criminal prosecution of 
corruption. This is definitely an area where improvement is needed. 

Do you think that India will be able to get its corruption problem 
under control in the future? 
India has a strong and professional judiciary, highly qualified civil servants, very 
energetic civil society activists and media that are able to exert public pressure. 
These are promising foundations for an anti-corruption campaign. But there 
has been little progress over the last three years in terms of regulation, as evi-
denced by the status of the Jan Lokpal Bill, which seeks to establish an indepen-
dent body to investigate corruption cases. The police authority, the CBI, is not as 
independent as a strong anti-corruption authority needs to be. India will need 
such an independent police force and a strong Lokpal service in order to estab-
lish an efficient process that bridges the gap between the detection and the 
prosecution of corruption.

Union Investment wants to know more
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A nation at war 
with pollution 

An interim assessment of China’s green revolution

Environmental targets are now as much a priority for 
the Chinese government as economic growth. “China is 
taking environmental policy objectives very seriously, 
but there is still a long way to go,” says Dijana Bogda-
novic, a sustainability analyst at Union Investment. In 
2017, she travelled to China to take stock of how many 
of the country’s planned measures had already been 
implemented.

Setting the future course of  
environmental policy

At the 19th Congress of the Communist Party in Octo -
ber 2017, president and party secretary Xi Jinping  
not only consolidated his position of power – he also 
addressed urgent environmental issues in detail. In his 
three-hour speech, the president used the word ‘environ -
ment’ 89 times, compared with only 70 instances of 
‘economy’. When forced to choose between growth and 

environmental protection, China had often prioritised 
growth in the past. “Now, a change in attitude has 
taken place at the top level of Chinese politics. But the 
new policy line is not a response to political pressure 
from the international community. It has been triggered 
by growing discontent among the Chinese population,” 
says Bogdanovic. Environmental problems have reach-
ed a scale where people’s health and quality of life is 
drastically affected. The government’s ‘war on pollution’ 
aims to improve the quality of life in an effort to ensure 
social stability. 

Priorities in the fight against  
air pollution

Smog is currently still part of everyday life in most  
Chinese cities. Since 2013, China has been using in -
creased environmental checks combined with more 
ambitious targets to get the problem under control. ▶ 
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The eyes of the world have been fixed on China 
for some time, following its rapid economic 

growth path and new market trends. But now 
its new environmental policies are starting to 

take centre stage.

High particulate concentration levels (PM 2.5) in Beijing 
The annual average level has been reduced since 2013

Sources: US Department of State, Bloomberg, UBS, October 2017.
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The Chinese government intends to 
ensure compliance with its electric 
vehicles quota by means of a credit 
points system. An electric vehicle with 
a longer travel range could be worth 
up to five credit points, while hybrid 
vehicles with an electric drive system 
and a combustion engine would only 
earn two credit points. Companies 
who do not meet the quota can either 
offset their shortfall with increased 
production in 2020 or will have to buy 
credit points from companies that out-
perform the quota requirements.

#Enforcement of  
the electric vehicles 
quota

The country’s 13th five-year plan (2016–2020) in clu -
des a target to reduce the concentration of particle 
pollution (PM 2.5) by 18 per cent. In order to meet the 
plan’s strict requirements, the production of commod-
ities such as aluminium, steel and iron ore – one of  
the main causes of pollution in China – needs to be 
restricted during the winter heating season. In addi-
tion, the country intends to switch the heating systems 
of several provinces over from coal to gas. These mea -
sures seem promising, but living conditions remain 
unhealthy, especially in large cities and industrial areas. 
Particle pollution is often several times above the rec-
ommended upper limit published by the World Health 
Organization (WHO). 

China’s high air pollution levels are attributable in 
roughly equal measure to coal-powered electricity gen-
eration, heavy industries and street and freight traffic. 
Traffic in particular is proving increasingly problematic 
in China’s megacities. Up to 50 per cent of particulate 
emissions in cities are caused by vehicles and especially 
by trucks. A combination of growing traffic volumes and 
low emission standards for diesel and petrol vehicles  
in China is responsible for this predicament. But if the 
country manages to turn its plans for an electric-power-
ed transport revolution into a reality, everything could 
change within a few years.

High hopes pinned on  
electric-powered transport

The Communist Party leadership has ambitious plans 
to get five million new energy vehicles (NEVs) on the 
country’s roads by 2020. The target is to sell two mil-
lion electric and plug-in vehicles per year to ensure 
that by 2025, 20 per cent of all vehicles in the country 
will be NEVs. China has held the biggest share of the 
global NEV market since 2015 (see chart).

In addition, there are plans to require international car 
manufacturers who sell more than 30,000 cars per 
year in the Chinese market to commit to an electric 
vehicles quota of 10 per cent from 2019. From 2020, 
this quota will be increased to 12 per cent. “China’s 
electromobility industry has enormous growth poten-
tial,” says Dijana Bogdanovic. “Being a global leader 
in the field of electric-powered transport will also offer 
China the opportunity to make up for the technological 
disadvantages that its domestically produced conven-
tional vehicles have compared with imported products. 
And China is the world’s largest car market, so its pio -
neering spirit will pave the way for a global change in 
the dynamic of electric-powered transport.”

But Bogdanovic also points out that there are still a 
few challenges to overcome on the path to more elec-
tricity-based transport. The electric vehicles quota that 
will be introduced in 2019 will be based on the number 
of electric vehicles built, not sold. It is therefore possible 
that the majority of the electric vehicles produced will 
not actually be used. 

Range and charging points  
infrastructure

Another problem is that mainstream e-vehicle models 
currently only offer a relatively limited range of less 
than 200 kilometres and many areas of China do not 
have any scalable infrastructure for charging points.  
In terms of range, the Chinese government has made  
it a target that vehicles powered purely by electricity 
should be able to cover around 300 kilometres on one 
battery charge by 2020 and as much as 500 kilometres 
on one charge by 2030. To achieve this goal, manufac-
turers will need to optimise the energy density of the 
batteries and create more lightweight designs. The 
cost of the battery, which currently accounts for up  
to 45 per cent of the total cost, will be crucial for the 
economic viability of electric-powered vehicles. It is 
anticipated that battery costs will be reduced to 100 

US dollars per kilowatt hour by 2020. Once this stage 
has been reached, further cost reductions can only be 
achieved through technological innovation.

Electric-powered cars have not helped to improve 
China’s CO2 footprint yet. This is mainly due to the ener-
gy mix that goes into the production and charging of 
the batteries. At present, most of China’s electricity is 
still generated using inefficient coal-fired power plants. 
An average electric vehicle in China therefore causes 
about 167 grams of CO2 emissions per kilometre, which 
is higher than the emission level of a fuel-efficient com-
bustion engine. The key to achieving a positive effect  
from electric vehicles on the country’s climate footprint 
lies in a high degree of battery usage. In other words: 
If used infrequently, an electric vehicle will be respon-
sible for more CO2 emissions than a diesel engine when 
the entire manufacturing process is taken into account.

Impact on prices and metal mining 

It can be expected that the boom in the electric-
powered transport segment will also have an impact 
on demand for various metals required in the manu-
facturing process. Lithium, cobalt, nickel and copper, 
for example, are all primarily required for the ▶  

Sources: OECD, IEA, Morgan Stanley Research.

Market leader for new energy vehicles (NEVs)
China is the world‘s largest suppl ier of NEVs
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Growing demand for valuable commodities
The most important metals in the production of electr ic vehicles

 China‘s NEV market share



60 per cent of China’s groundwater is not fit for human  
consumption. 25 per cent of its rivers are so heavily polluted 

by the discharge of industrial waste water that mere skin 
contact with the water poses a health hazard.

Chinese Ministry of Land and Resources
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that increasing numbers of solutions are being offered 
to address water pollution in an appropriate manner,” 
says Bogdanovic. But there are still aspects that require 
further improvement in terms of sustainability. For 
example, most Chinese water companies have not yet 
committed to the water standard defined by the Car-
bon Disclosure Project (CDP) and thus do not publish 
any figures in relation to their water consumption.  
“We will maintain our dialogue with these companies 
and insist on our demand for them to commit to the 
CDP water standard,” Bogdanovic emphasises.

Contaminated soil –  
an underestimated risk

One of the greatest, but also least transparent environ-
mental issues in China is soil pollution. Despite its 
wide range of adverse impacts, the problem of con-
taminated soil remains underestimated by the Chinese 
people. Around 20 per cent of all arable land in China 
is highly contaminated with heavy metals. This casts 
doubt on long-term food security. Every year, twelve 
million tonnes of cereal crops, which could provide 
food for 24 million people, are contaminated by pol-
luted soil. 

Decontaminating the soil is not an easy undertaking – 
it would require substantial investments and measures 
that would take decades to complete. Dijana Bogda-
novic found that the company representatives and 
experts she met for talks mostly could not contribute 
much to discussions on this issue. “There is currently  
a very strong focus on fighting air and water pollution. 
So far, the Chinese government has done relatively 
little in terms of decontaminating polluted soil.” But 
Bogdanovic expects that more action plans in relation 
to this issue will be launched in the coming years. 

production of electric vehicle batteries and will there-
fore become highly sought after. The price of cobalt 
has already more than tripled since the summer of 
2016. Cobalt is the most expensive commodity that 
can be used to increase the energy density of batteries 
and thereby extend the range of electric vehicles. But 
its extraction (60 per cent is extracted in DR Congo)  
is also associated with a number of environmental 
and social concerns such as child labour, human rights 
violations, significant health risks for workers and the 
financing of war lords and armed conflicts. 

Air pollution is not the only challenge that China is 
facing. Water and soil quality are also key areas of envi-
ronmental concern. According to estimates by the Chi-
nese Ministry of Land and Resources, 60 per cent of  
the country’s groundwater is not fit for human con-
sumption. 25 per cent of China’s rivers are so heavily 
polluted by discharge of industrial waste water that 
mere skin contact with the water poses a health hazard.

Water quality to be improved to  
a minimum standard by 2020

Here, too, the Chinese government has set itself am -
bitious targets. It wants 70 per cent of all water in  
the country’s seven main water catchment areas and 
93 per cent of all sources of drinking water in Chinese 
cities to meet a minimum water quality standard by 
2020. In November 2017, Dijana Bogdanovic met a 
number of representatives of Chinese water companies 
in China and visited several waste water facilities 
(including China Everbright Water, Beijing Enterprises 
Water, Beijing Origin Water Technology and Sound 
Environmental Resources). 

“My discussions with these representatives showed 
that China has initiated the right kind of measures and 

In conversation with Sonja Müller, 
Director of the China Competence Center at the Chamber  
of Industry and Commerce for Darmstadt and Frankfurt

Do you think that China’s new environmental policy could 
become a model for other emerging economies? 
China’s ‘war on pollution’ is certainly a very serious and genuine effort. 
But I would not consider China a role model for other emerging econ-
omies for two main reasons: Firstly, China has successfully lifted around 
700 million people out of poverty in the last 30 years and has enabled 
them to enjoy a modestly prosperous lifestyle. This is an achievement 
that we have not seen in other emerging economies (yet). And secondly, 
I think that simply imposing measures as drastic as China’s new action 
plans is an approach that can only really work in an authoritarian state. 

What role does electric-powered transport play in this con-
text and how do you rate China’s chances of achieving its 
ambitions in this sector? 
Electric-powered transport plays a very important role in the govern-
ment’s plans and I think they have a realistic chance of being successful 

#China Competence Center 

Since 2007, the China Competence Center has been offering advice to companies 
from its region with an interest in the Chinese market. It also supports Chinese 
member companies in the Frankfurt area. 

Dijana Bogdanovic
Sustainability analyst at  
Union Investment 

Green revolution in full spate
China has made the fight against pollution its stated 
aim and has thereby gained a significant edge over 
other emerging economies. The government knows 
that a genuine, tangible improvement of the coun -
try’s environmental situation is needed to protect 
social peace and economic growth. It has recognised 
the signs of a change in public sentiment and also 
the opportunities that come with a global leadership 
role on environmental issues. The impact of Chinese 
environmental policies on industrial and energy 
commodity prices is already becoming apparent. The 
Chinese market is both the biggest producer and  
the biggest buyer of commodities such as coal, steel, 
iron ore and aluminium. “Environmental require-
ments have influenced demand in a way that should 
lead to a growing price gap between high-quality 
and low-quality commodities,” Dijana Bogdanovic 
says with confidence. “We can already see an up -
ward trend in premiums on commodities that are 

in this respect. The government is setting out the legal framework and 
is also investing large sums into development activities. At the same 
time, there are many Chinese investors looking for opportunities to 
invest in the electric transport industry. So it is no surprise that China 
has around 120 electric vehicle start-ups. One of them is called Nio. It 
was founded in 2014 and managed to develop its first production 
vehicle within just 35 months. The fact that many electric vehicle com-
panies have a background in e-commerce is an added bonus. It can be 
assumed that these companies have a very good idea of what Chinese 
market participants like and need. 

What should sustainability-oriented investors look out for 
when they consider investments in China? 
In my honest opinion, it is still quite difficult to make sustainable invest-
ments in China. It depends on how broadly the underlying sustainabil-
ity criteria are defined, but corruption alone is a major concern. In the 
2017 Corruption Perceptions Index published by Transparency Inter-
national, China was ranked in 41st place. That is a significant improve-
ment, but there is still widespread corruption. A lack of transparency 
also makes it very difficult to verify data published in sustainability 
reports and other publications. My recommendation to those who still 
want to give it a go would be to try and obtain as much independent 
information as possible.

more environmentally harmful and of poorer qua -
lity.” It will take decades to undo past damage  
to the environment, but first signs of success give 
cause for optimism. As a global, sustainability-
oriented asset manager, Union Investment is sup-
portive of China’s new environmental policy line 
and also supports investors and companies in a 
constructive dialogue. Patience and delicate diplo-
macy will remain key tools in our continued efforts 
to promote sustainability-related issues in China  
in the future.

?
Union Investment wants to know more



The German government’s Climate Action Plan 2050 is 
based on the Paris Climate Accord, which sets a target of 

keeping the increase in global average temperature well 
below 2°C above pre-industrial levels. 
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Working towards a carbon-neutral building stock

From smart homes  
to smart offices

By Jan von Mallinckrodt

In order to achieve this target, the German Climate Action Plan 
demands that CO2 emissions be reduced by 80 to 95 per cent 
by 2050 (relative to reference values from 1990). The property 
sector will play a decisive role in this endeavour. Real estate is 
one of the key factors that influence a country’s overall energy 
footprint, alongside traffic and industrial production. Making 
our building stock as carbon-neutral as possible will therefore 
contribute significantly to our success in implementing this 
ambitious Climate Action Plan. 

Technical equipment is gaining  
importance 

On average, European citizens spend 20 hours a day indoors. 
As most of this time is spent in offices, it seems only natural 
to devote as much thought to the idea of a smart office as to 
the much discussed concept of the smart home. Digitalisation 
is likely to be a crucial factor in making office properties car-
bon-neutral. Of course, this logic works both ways – the digi-
tal technology of the future also needs to be green. 

Major trade associations such as the German Property Feder-
ation (ZIA), specialist consulting firms such as Westbridge 
Advisory, upcoming PropTech companies such as Spaceti and 
many other experts are already working on concepts and  
solutions that could help make office properties ‘smart’. The 
main focus of these efforts is on reducing energy consump-
tion, for example by using smart meters that support efficient 
energy management in a property. But digital technology can 
do more to achieve energy savings than just maintain opti-
mum room temperatures. It can also be helpful in identifying 
defects in buildings systems that lead to increased energy 
consumption. This approach is called predictive maintenance. 
It allows defects to be identified in any part of a property  
that has been digitally registered, combined and linked up in 
building information models (BIM). Smart building manage-
ment technologies provide information in advance about 
parts that need replacing. If digital systems are used in an 

intelligent way, smart offices can make a valuable contribution 
to the fight against climate change, while offering cost-saving 
opportunities at the same time. It’s a solution that benefits 
everyone – the tenants, the landlords and the climate of our 
planet. Digital systems and equipment also help the com-
panies based in smart office buildings to be more successful. 
Optimised lighting and air conditioning and connectivity 
across different items of office equipment can have a positive 
effect on employees’ productivity.

Leading by example

Union Investment manages a large portfolio of commercial 
properties and we strongly believe in the synergistic potential 
of sustainability and digitalisation. We are carefully reviewing 
possibilities of equipping properties in our existing stock as 
well as new builds with smart features. Some measures have 
already been initiated in order to proactively align our proper-
ty portfolio with the long-term requirements of the German 
Climate Action Plan. Union Investment also consults and col-
laborates with other players in the real-estate industry on this 
issue, for example by participating in the ZIA’s ‘energy task 
force’. In addition, we cooperated with the German Industry 
Initiative for Energy Efficiency (DENEFF) on the development 
of a risk management tool for commercial properties that is 
available free of charge and enables users to scan property 
portfolios for climate-related risks. In relation to its own prop-
erty portfolio, Union Investment has also launched an energy 
monitoring pilot project, which will start by analysing the 
energy savings potential of twelve properties from our existing 
portfolio. Together with the employees at these properties, we 
will install equipment such as digital meters and monitor the 
data that is gathered. 

The real-estate sector needs to find integrated approaches  
to sustainability and digitalisation. It is our firm belief that  
the digital future of commercial real estate is also a green 
future. 

Jan von Mallinckrodt

Head of Real Estate Segment Develop-
ment and Head of Sustainability at 

Union Investment Real Estate GmbH. 
He previously worked in the banking 

sector in several managerial corporate 
and investment banking roles. 



In the last year, Union Investment stepped up the 
number of voting rights it exercised at annual general 

meetings (AGMs) to a new record high. As usual, ESG 
topics were a key factor in our voting decisions. 
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Union Investment as an internationally active shareholder

In 2017, Union Investment attended and voted at a 
record number of 1,900 annual general meetings in 
the interest of its investors. “The main reason for this 
increase was a substantial expansion of our holdings  
in companies from emerging markets and the inclusion 
of additional client portfolios in our voting process,” 
says Duy Ton, a portfolio manager in the Sustainability 
and Engagement team at Union Investment. In addi-
tion, Union Investment also included countries from 
the eurozone periphery, such as Portugal, Poland and 
Greece, in the voting process in 2017, meaning that 
the asset manager’s representatives were able to exer-
cise voting rights at AGMs in 28 countries last year.

The majority of AGMs were 
attended in the US

Once again, the US accounted for the largest number 
of annual general meetings that our representatives 
attended and voted at. The number of US AGMs also 
increased year on year. There was a noticeable upward 
trend in the number of AGMs attended in Asian coun-
tries such as Japan, China, Taiwan, South Korea and 
Hong Kong. These countries now account for one third 
of the meetings at which Union Investment can vote. 
With 291 and 161 meetings respectively, Japan and 
China came second and third behind the US. Taiwan, 

where we participated in 100 AGMs, climbed up 13 
positions to sixth, just behind Germany (105 AGMs).

Approval of management actions  
is top voting issue

Broken down by issue, more than 42 per cent of all 
votes were on the nomination and formal approval of 
the management board. ‘Other business’ accounted  
for approximately 17 per cent of all issues put to the 
vote. This agenda item covers aspects such as changes 
to the company statutes and proposals by investors, 
e.g. on environmental and social matters. Remuner-
ation (14 per cent) and corporate actions (9 per cent) 
were also among the more frequent voting issues. 
Across all topics, Union Investment voted “against” in 
32.5 per cent of cases and “for” in 67.5 per cent of 
cases.

Significant increase in engagement 
activities

Union Investment underpins its activities at annual 
general meetings (UnionVote) with efforts to engage 
with companies in a constructive dialogue (Union-
Voice). In 2017, our UnionVoice activities once ▶ 

Speaking up  
for sustainability

Union Investment  
exercised its voting 
rights at 1,900 annual 
general meetings in 
2017. That is a new 
record.

Distribution of votes at AGMs by country
UnionVote act iv it ies reached a new record high in 2017

Source: Union Investment, as at 31 December 2017.
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again proved their importance as the second pillar of 
our UnionEngagement approach, alongside UnionVote. 
“The overriding goal of UnionVoice is to engage in an 
open dialogue with companies to promote sustain -
ability, which – in turn – will have a positive effect on  
the shareholder value in the interest of our investors,” 
explains Duy Ton.

vious year. “Our engagement activities mainly focused 
on companies with international operations,” says  
Duy Ton. These companies are spread across 43 differ-
ent countries. Germany, the US, the UK and France are 
among the top ten countries that together account for 
75 per cent of Union Investment’s engagement activi -
ties. In addition, we also engaged with companies from 
Switzerland, Japan and India to demand improvements 
in sustainability-related matters. 

Environmental topics took  
centre stage

In terms of the distribution of our engagement activ-
ities across environmental, social and governance 
(ESG) topics, environmental aspects topped the list 
once again in 2017 with a share of 40 per cent. Social 
aspects gained importance compared with the pre-
vious year and accounted for 38 per cent of our activ-
ities, while 23 per cent addressed corporate govern-
ance aspects.

Our activities around environmental issues included 
lobbying for transparency and the disclosure of environ-
mental key figures such as CO2 emissions and water 
consumption. Our demands on social topics primarily 
centred around stronger compliance with human rights 
and better working conditions in supply chains. Govern-
ance topics included remuneration, the skills and ex -
pertise of members of management and supervisory 
boards, and demands for more transparency.

Focus on the industrial and  
utility sectors

With regard to distribution by sector, a comparatively 
high number of UnionVoice activities were carried  
out in the industrial sector (19 per cent). In addition, 
we also engaged strongly with utility companies 
(17 per cent) and companies from the consumer 
staples sector (16 per cent). In the utility sector, our 
demands pushed for the decarbonisation of com-
panies and a stronger economic focus on renewable 
energies. We also lobbied against ‘overboarding’, i.e. 
appointing supervisory board members who already 
hold a large number of board positions. Our engage-
ment levels in the telecommunications and pharma 
industries were comparatively low this year. 

Union Investment  
conducted 488 
engage ment activities 
in 2017. This consti-
tutes an increase of 
just over 63 per cent 
compared with the 
previous year. 

Appearing and speaking at annual general meetings is part of the engagement activities 
pursued by Ingo Speich, Head of Sustainability and Engagement at Union Investment.

63 per cent growth 

In the last financial year, Union Investment increased 
the headcount of its sustainability team and was able 
to conduct 488 engagement activities (company visits 
and meetings with company representatives). This con-
stitutes a 63 per cent increase compared with the pre-
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Annual general meetings in 2017

UnionVote 2017
Part ic ipation in 1,900 AGMs around the world – a new record
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Last year, Union Investment‘s engagement activities reached new record 
levels. All in all, voting rights were exercised at 1,900 annual general 
meetings (AGMs). Internationally the number of different countries in 
which we pursued our UnionVote activities also increased to a new high  
of 28. At the same time, we also expanded our UnionVoice activities and 

our constructive dialogue with companies. Over the course of the year, 
we arranged 488 talks and meetings with company representatives around 
the world. On many of these occasions, Union Investment addressed sus-
tainability-oriented topics such as environmental, social and governance 
(ESG) criteria. 

A significant increase was 
achieved in the number of 
annual general meetings  
at which Union Investment 
exercised its voting rights 
and, in some cases, also its 
right to speak. 

Source: Union Investment 2017.

The nomination and for-
mal approval of the man-
agement board was the 
dominant voting issue. But 
the agenda item ‘other 
business‘, which includes 
sustainability topics, 
accounted for the second 
largest share of voting 
activities with 17 per cent.

Source: Union Investment. 

4.5 % Nomination/formal approval of supervisory board actions 

42.2 % Nomination/formal approval of 
  management board actions

16.6 % Other (incl. amendments to articles of association, motions)
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Distribution of UnionVoice activities by sector
Focus on the industr ial , ut i l i ty and consumer staples sectors

Sustainability-related 
topics played an important 
role in our meetings with 
companies from all sectors 
in 2017. Environmental 
issues were discussed at 
many of these meetings. 

Source: Union Investment. 

UnionVoice 2017
The ten countr ies with the most engagement act iv it ies (%)

Thanks to additional staff 
resources, the sustainability 
team was able to increase 
our UnionVoice activities 
by 63 per cent.

Source: Union Investment. 

Number of engagement activities

Germany: 94 | US: 80 | UK: 56 | France: 30 | Canada: 25 | Australia: 21
Spain: 17 | Japan: 16 | Switzerland: 15 | India: 13
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Trends in regulation are yet another good reason to get more involved  
with the issue of sustainability.

Key topics for investors  
in 2018

Climate change was a prominent topic in 2017 and will 
remain highly relevant this year, too. Society, politicians 
and the capital markets will need to make intense and 
ongoing efforts to find ways of achieving the ambitious 
goals of the Paris Climate Accord. In this context, inves-
tors will play a particularly important role, as the onus 
will be on them to increase the pressure and the level 
of engagement enough to channel the actions of com-
panies in the right direction. 

Investing in accordance with the 
UN Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs)

Another subject area that Union Investment wants to 
drive forward in the coming months concerns the Sus-
tainable Development Goals of the United Nations. The 
SDGs address issues such as climate change and envi-
ronmental protection, sustainable growth, sustainable 
city planning, and the sustainable consumption and 
management of natural resources. Further focus areas 
include healthcare, education, gender equality, and  
the reduction of inequalities in living standards. The 
German Government has already incorporated the 17 
SDGs in its sustainability strategy and has thereby set 
out a political decision-making guideline for the achie -
vement of these goals. 

Some of the world’s largest institutional investors have 
already started to allocate their capital based on SDG 
criteria. This enables them to take account of new risk 
management options and to tap into a new source of 
added value. The first SDG-based fund products and 
indices have already been developed within the invest-
ment industry. In December 2017, Union Investment 
launched its first institutional equity fund that applies 
SDG criteria systematically in the investment process.

SDGs in the spotlight at the  
Sustainability Conference

The Sustainable Development Goals will also be one of 
the headline topics at Union Investment’s next Sustain-
ability Conference on 6 June 2018. This event is a 
forum that offers investors and experts from the fields 
of science, business, politics, and asset management an 
opportunity to exchange knowledge and experience. 
And the programme will once again feature contribu-
tions from many highly renowned speakers. The list of 
confirmed names already includes Coca-Cola board 
member Hendrik Steckhan, the CEO of e.GO Mobile 
AG, Professor Günther Schuh, the former Eurogroup 
chairman Jeroen Dijsselbloem, and the former German 
foreign secretary Sigmar Gabriel.

Corporate governance, electric-
powered transport and regulation

In addition to climate change and the SDGs, Union 
Investment also intends to promote several other sus-
tainability-related topics in its capacity as an active 
asset manager in 2018. Among these are good corpor-
ate governance and the proposals put forward by the 
government commission for the German Corporate 
Governance Code. 

Union Investment will also monitor and critically assess 
the transition from traditional combustion engines to 
electric drive systems. In principle, this shift is a very 
welcome and beneficial trend. But there are concerns 
over human rights issues in connection with the extrac-
tion of conflict minerals that are required for the pro-
duction of electric vehicle batteries. Investors will need 
to exert substantial pressure on companies in this 
respect in order to ensure that workers’ rights are pro-
tected and that sustainability-oriented investors such  
as Union Investment do not incur reputational and liti-
gation risks. 

Upcoming regulatory changes are likely to benefit the 
interests of active investors. The Shareholder Rights 
Directive for example – due to be incorporated into 
national law by June 2019 – is already looming over 
institutional investors and will add further pressure. 
This directive will practically force shareholders to 
address issues of sustainability. It requires asset man-
agers and institutional investors to adopt and adhere 
to an engagement policy and to exercise their share-
holder rights more actively than before. It will also 
extend to the issue of remuneration. For our portfolio 
management team, this is yet another good reason  
to strive for an even greater presence at the annual 
general meetings of our investee companies. 

Clearly visible from afar: The 17 
Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDG) projected onto the facade 
of the UN headquarters in New 
York in September 2015.
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We work for your investment

Read the prospectus before investing

Unless otherwise stated, all information, descrip -
tions and explanations are dated 25 April 2018.

Disclaimer

By reception of this document, you agree to be 
bound by the following restrictions:
This document is intended exclusively for Profes-
sional Investors and you confirm that you are a  
Professional Investor. This document is not for  
distribution to Retail clients.
The information contained in this document 
should not be considered as an offer, or solicitati-
on, to deal in any of the funds mentioned herein, 
by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such offer 
or solicitation would be unlawful or in which the 
person making such offer or solicitation is not 
qualified to do so or to anyone to whom it is un-
lawful to make such offer or solicitation.
This document does not constitute a recommen-
dation to act and does not substitute the perso-
nal investment advice of a bank or any other  
suitable financial services consultant or specialist  
in taxation or legal advice. The descriptions and  
explanations are based on our own assessments 
and are limited to the facts at the time of the pre-
paration of this document. This applies in particu-
lar also as regards the present legal and taxation 
environment, which may, at any time, change 
with out advance notice.
This document was prepared with due care and 
to the best of knowledge of Union Investment  
Institutional GmbH, Frankfurt/Main, Germany.  
Nevertheless, the information originating from 
third parties was not verified. Union Investment 
Institutional GmbH cannot guarantee that the 
document is up to date, accurate or complete.  
All index and product names of companies other 
than those belonging to the Union Investment 
Group may be trademarks or copyrighted pro-
tected products and brands of these companies.
This document is intended exclusively for infor-
mation purposes for Professional Investors and is 
meant for personal use only and should not be 
disclosed to Retail clients. The document, in whole  

or in part, must not be duplicated, amended or 
summarised, distributed to other persons or ma-
de accessible to other persons in any other way 
or published. No responsibility can be accepted 
for direct or indirect negative consequences that 
arise from the distribution, use or amendment 
and summary of this document or its contents. 
When referring to fund units or other securities, 
there may be an analysis within the meaning of 
(EU) Regulation No. 565 / 2017. If, contrary to the 
aforementioned stipulations, this document were 
to be made accessible to an unauthorised reader, 
or otherwise distributed, published, and where 
applicable, amended or summarised, the user of 
this document may be subject to the provisions of 
(EU) Regulation No. 565 / 2017 and the stipulati-
ons of the supervisory authorities set out for this 
purpose (in particular the applicable regulations 
on Financial Analyses).
Information on the performance of Union Invest-
ment funds is based on past performances and/or 
volatility. Past performance is no guarantee for  
future returns and there is no guarantee that in-
vested capital may be returned.
For detailed product-specific information and  
indications on the risks of the funds mentioned  
in this document, please refer to the latest Sales 
Prospectus, contractual terms, Key Investor  
Information Document and the annual and semi-
annual reports, which you can obtain, from  
www.union-investment.com. These documents  
form the sole binding basis for the purchase of  
Union Investment funds.
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